Online high-impact, grade-level tutoring by state certified teachers

For the students that have been most impacted by interrupted instruction, rather than emphasizing missed skills, ST Math removes the barriers that prevent students from accessing grade-level content.

- Neuroscience-based Approach
- Accelerates Learning on Grade Level
- State Certified Teachers
- Flexible Schedule

How it Works

ST Math’s visual puzzles and game-based approach allows all students to build foundational grade-level skills in Grades 1-5 as well as improved self-beliefs in mathematics. ST Math’s unique, neuroscience-based approach provides students with equitable access to learning through challenging puzzles, non-routine problem solving, and formative feedback. This non-traditional approach changes instruction from “How do we teach?” to “How do students learn?”

Qualifies for ESSER III funding to accelerate learning for students who need it most.

Learn More at stmath.com/tutoring-by-VIPTeacher
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